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ABSTRACT
Cloud Computing is a technology that provides a platform for the sharing of resources such as software, infrastructure,
application and other information. Cloud Computing is being used widely all over the world by many IT companies as it
provides benefits to the users like cost saving and ease of use. However with the growing demands of users for
computing services, cloud providers are encouraged to deploy large datacenters which consume very high amount of
energy resulting in carbon dioxide emissions. Power consumption is a key concern in data centers. That type of critical
issues not only reduces the profit margin, but also has effect on high carbon production which is harmful for environment
and living organisms. Reducing power consumption has been an important requirement for cloud resource providers not
only to reduce operating costs, but also to improve system reliability. In research work, we have arranged the virtual
machines in ascending order of the load. Cloudlets would be assigned to that virtual machine that has lesser load.
Cloudlets are divided into three categories like high, medium and low on the basis of their instruction length. Dvfs
approach which has been implemented in the paper would scale the power according to the length of the cloudlets. Three
modes of Dvfs have been implemented in the research work. Various parameters like processing time, processing cost
and total power consumed by all the cloudlets at the data center have been computed and analyzed. Cloudsim a toolkit for
modeling and simulation of cloud computing environment has been used to implement and demonstrate the experimental
results.
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is a new paradigm which delivers computing as a utility through the internet [1]. It provides data access,
software, storage services and computation as services which are provided to the consumers through Internet based on
the pay-as-you-go model. It provides significant benefits to the IT companies as they are relieved from making the setups
for hardware and software infrastructure and thus reducing the cost of those companies. However, the growing demands
of consumers for computing services are encouraging the computing service providers e.g., IBM, Facebook, Yahoo!,
Google, Microsoft, etc. to deploy large number of data centers all over the world that consume very large amount of
energy. Consequently, the energy consumption of information industry is increasing. The total power consumption of the
datacenters in 2012 was about 38 Giga Watt (GW) and this is around 63% more than the power consumption of 2011. It
was estimated that this total power could have been enough for fulfilling the energy requirements of all residential
households of United Kingdom. The fact that electricity consumption is set to rise 76% from 2007 to 2030 and datacenters
are the main contributors of an important portion of this increase, emphasizes the importance of reducing energy
consumption in clouds. Increase in the level of carbon dioxide in our ecosystem is another consequence of this increasing
amount of energy consumption by the datacenters. According to Gartner, the Information and communication industry
produces 2% of global carbon dioxide emission [10]. Hence, there is a great requirement of making use of more
environmentally friendly computing called “Green Cloud Computing” to minimize operational and energy consumption
costs and also to reduce the environmental impact. Green Computing refers to the attempts to maximize the use of power
consumption and energy efficiency and to minimize the cost and CO2 emission. Development of new computing models,
computer systems, and applications having low cost and low energy consumption are the primary purposes of Green
Computing.
Contrastingly, as more and more users shift to cloud computing, the energy demand of the cloud increases and
companies resort to coal powered energy generation that increases the carbon emissions [3]. Factors like availability,
scalability, mobility, low infrastructure costs along with usage models suiting different user needs have driven a lot of
individual users and organizations towards this technology. As the number of users shifting to the cloud has increased, the
resources used to provide the services requested by the users have also increased thereby, increasing energy
consumption on cloud. Hence cloud becomes a point of concentration of energy consumption, and conservation of energy
on cloud leads to a large scales energy savings. Therefore, energy conservation on the cloud will have a great impact on
reduction in global warming. Efforts in designing software at various levels (OS, compiler, algorithm and application) that
facilitates system wide energy efficiency have to be made. Although SaaS (Software as a Service) providers may still use
already implemented software, they should analyze the runtime behavior of applications. The gathered empirical data can
be used in energy efficient scheduling and resource provisioning[4]. The energy management techniques are broadly
classified as static and dynamic. The static energy management techniques are applied at compile time whereas the
dynamic energy management techniques use the run-time behaviour to conserve energy. Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS)
and Dynamic Power Management (DPM) are the two widely used energy management techniques,. In DVS, both the
supply voltage and the CPU frequency are scaled down to save energy [5]. In DPM, the unused system components are
put to sleep state [6]. Reliability and performance are two of the many key features of system design. Different types of
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faults occur in computer systems. Faults are classified as, Permanent and transient. Permanent faults are non recoverable
faults. For example, hardware defects. The ill effects of Permanent faults can be reduced by introducing hardware
redundancy. Transient faults are recoverable faults that are usually caused due to radiation interferences. When the CPU
supply voltage is scaled down, the number transient faults increase, resulting in decreased system reliability. Therefore,
care should be taken to maintain the system reliability. Real-time applications are deadline critical applications i.e. a task
should strictly complete before the deadline. While scaling down the supply voltage and CPU frequency, care should be
taken to complete the tasks before their respective deadlines. This helps in maintaining the performance of the system.

RELATED WORK
Yi-Ju Chiang et al. (2013) discussed that cloud computing is a new service model for sharing a pool of computing
resources that can be rapidly accessed and released based on a converged infrastructure. In the past, an individual use or
company can only use their own servers to manage application programs or store data. Thus it may cause the dilemma of
complex management and burden in “own-and-use” patterns. To satisfy uncertain workloads and to be highly available for
users anywhere at any time, providing more resources are required. Consequently, resource overprovisioning and
redundancy are common situations in a traditional operating system. However, most electricity dependent facilities will
inevitably suffer from idle times or under-utilized for some days or months since there usually have off-seasons caused by
the nature of random arrivals.
Lucio et al. (2014) presents a hybrid optimization model that allows a cloud service provider to establish virtual machine
(VM) placement strategies for its data centers in such a way that energy effciency and network quality of service are jointly
optimized. Usually, VM placement is an activity not fully integrated with network operations. As such, the VM placement
strategy does not take into account the impact it produces on the network performance in terms of quality of service
parameters such as packet losses and traffc delays. The proposed strategy allows cloud providers to reach a balance
between the energy efficiency of their infrastructures and the network quality of service they offer to their customers.
Bharti Wadhwa et al. (2014) uses the carbon footprint rate of the datacenters in distributed cloud architecture and the
concept of virtual machine allocation and migration for reducing the carbon emission and energy consumption in the
federated cloud system. The proposed approach reduces the carbon dioxide emission and energy consumption of
federated cloud datacenters as compared to the classical scheduling approach of round robin VM scheduling in federated
cloud datacenters.
Fahimeh Farahnakian et al. (2015) investigated the effectiveness of VM and host resource utilization predictions in the
VM consolidation task using real workload traces. The proposed approach provides substantial improvement over other
heuristic algorithms in reducing energy consumption, number of VM migrations and number of SLA violations. Dynamic
Virtual Machine (VM) consolidation is one of the most promising solutions to reduce energy consumption and improve
resource utilization in data centers. Since VM consolidation problem is strictly NP-hard, many heuristic algorithms have
been proposed to tackle the problem.
Sonika P Reddy et al. (2014) presented a system that handles real-time and non-real-time tasks in an energy efficient
method without compromising much on neither reliability nor performance. Of the three processors, two processors i.e. the
first and second, handle real-time tasks, using earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) and Earliest-Deadline-Late (EDL) scheduling
algorithms respectively. On the third processor, the non-real-time tasks are scheduled using the First Come First Served
(FCFS) scheduling algorithm and the tasks are run at an energy efficient frequency. Our simulation results show
significant energy savings compared to the existing Stand-by Sparing for Periodic Tasks (SSPT) for a few execution
scenarios.
Maurizio Giacobbe et al. (2015) presented a new strategy to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions in federated Cloud
ecosystems. More specifically, we propose a solution that allows providers to determine the best green destination where
virtual machines should be migrated in order to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions of the whole federated environment.
Samiran Roy et al. (2014) states that the computing is a computational framework that provides collection of virtualized
resources as Service. Cloud computing is highly profitable cost effective services in the business world in the present day
scenario. However, the energy consumption of Data Centers is the big problem emerging out of growing demand for cloud
services. That type of critical issues not only reduces the profit margin, but also has effect on high carbon production
which is a harmful for environment and living organisms. On the other hand, Green Computing is an overwhelming need
based environment friendly computational framework empowered by low emission rate. The basic principles of Green
computing is directed towards environment friendly computation.
Moona Yakhchi et al. (2015) presented that with rapid increasing demand of cloud computing technology, energy
efficiency has become highly important in cloud computing infrastructures. Cloud computing concept offers low cost and
high level of availability. However, it still has some challenging problems, such as resource management and power
consumption. In this concept, reducing energy consumption and maximize resource utilization, became a primary
concerns of many resource management methods.
Md Sabbir Hasan et al. (2015) discusses the proliferation of Cloud services have greatly impacted our society, how green
are these services is yet to be answered. Although, demand escalation for green services has grown due to societal
awareness, the approaches to provide green services and establish Green SLAs remain oblivious for cloud or
infrastructure providers. The main challenge for cloud provider is to manage Green SLAs with their customers while
satisfying their business objectives, such as maximizing profits by lowering expenditure for green energy.
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Chenxi Qiu et al. (2015) discusses that there is a need for cloud providers to optimize energy efficiency while maintain
high service level performance to tenants, not only for their own benefit but also for social welfares (e.g., protecting
environment). Both simulation and real-world AmazonEC2 experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our
pricing policy to incentivize CSBs to save energy for cloud providers and the superior performance of our algorithms in
energy efficiency and resource utilizations in comparison with the previous algorithms.
Yibin Li et al. (2015) states that Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) has emerged as a critical technique to leverage power
management by lowering the supply voltage and frequency of processors. In this paper, based on the DVS technique, we
propose a novel Energy-aware Dynamic Task Scheduling (EDTS) algorithm to minimize the total energy consumption for
smartphones, while satisfying stringent time constraints and the probability constraint for applications.
YunNi Xia et al. (2015) states that the increasing call for green cloud, reducing energy consumption has been an
important requirement for cloud resource providers not only to reduce operating costs, but also to improve system
reliability. Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) has been a key technique in exploiting the hardware characteristics of cloud
datacenters to save energy by lowering the supply voltage and operating frequency. This work presents a novel stochastic
framework for energy efficiency and performance analysis of DVS-enabled cloud.
Mahesh B. Nagpure et al. (2015) describes that the cloud computing becomes well liked among cloud users by
contribution of various resources. This is on demand as it gives dynamic flexible resource allocation, for reliable service in
pay as use manner to cloud service users. Cloud computing is not application oriented and this is a service oriented. In
cloud computing, dynamic flexibility in resource allocation propose by virtualization technology.
Y Edwin et al. (2015) proposes the concept which enhances the utilization of Green computing technique in servers and
switches in order to reduce the overall power consumption in wireless storage area network. In this proposed system the
linear power model and low power blade model were used to reduce energy consumption in central processing unit and
calculation for the number of individual tasks carried out by the user and depending upon the user's requirement server is
selected. The remaining servers are set to power management schemes such us voltage scaling, frequency scaling and
dynamic shutdown techniques.

RESEARCH GAP


The growing demands of consumers for computing services are encouraging the service providers to deploy large
number of data centers, all over the world that consume very large amount of energy.



Increasing amount of energy consumption by the datacenters is one of the reasons of increase in the level of carbon
dioxide in our ecosystem.



Research gives an idea that one google search generates as much CO2 as car produces by driving 3 inches and
could power a 100 watt light bulb for 11 secs.



All monthly google search generate 2,60,000 kg CO2 which requires 39,00,000 KWh energy.



According to gartner the information and communication industry produces 2 % of global carbon dioxide emission .



In this paper , no proper load balancing algorithm has been discussed.



Without load balancing there will be no proper division of load among several VM’s.



Tasks are assigned randomly on round robin basis to the VM’s where VM’s are arranged in ascending order of their
carbon foortprints.

The aim of green cloud internet data center is to reduce the power consumption on same side it leveraging live virtual
machine migration technology and guarantee the performance from users perspective. A major challenge for Green Cloud
is to automatically make the scheduling decision for dynamically consolidating/migrating virtual machines among physical
servers to meet the workload requirements meanwhile saving energy.

OBJECTIVES


To study the performance of existing load balancing algorithm.



To propose an efficient load balancing algorithm considering the load on VMs.



To implement different Dvfs modes for power saving.



To improve processing cost.



To improve processing time.



To implement the proposed algorithm in cloudsim.



To evaluate the performance of proposed approach with current approach.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Dynamic voltage scaling is a power management technique in computer architecture, where the voltage used in a
component is increased or decreased, depending upon circumstances. Dynamic voltage scaling to increase voltage is
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known as over volting; dynamic voltage scaling to decrease voltage is known as under volting. Under volting is done in
order to conserve power, particularly in laptops and other mobile devices.


VMs are arranged in ascending order of the load.



In the next go cloudlets would be assigned to that vm that has lesser load.



Now ,cloudlets are divided into three categories(high,medium,low) on the basis of their length.



Dvfs approach which has been implemented in the paper would scale the power according to the length of the
cloudlets.



Three modes of Dvfs are implemented in proposed work.

Intially all Vms have no load i.e all are free, cloudlets are allocated to vm on the basis of FCFS. After the first cycle ,load
of vms are calculated using following formula
PW(k)=PW(k)+CPU (ri) * size(ri) / CPU(nK)


CPU-no of processing elements



Size- size of cloudlets



Power- present capacity

Figure 1. Flowchart of the Proposed Work
The proposed technique of energy efficiency in load balancing has been developed to implement in CloudSim toolkit by
using NetBeans. In this new technique tasks are combined into multiple classes using load scheduling algorithm and is
combined with the DVFS which decreases the clock speed of the processors. Load balancing scheduling algorithms like
Max-Min, Min-Min, TLB, and ESCE are not energy efficient. They only sort the virtual machines according to the demand
of the users. First, Broker is created which has functionality of sorting the cloudlets as well as virtual machines according
to their instruction length. So, to achieve maximum resource utilization and minimum power consumption this thesis
proposed a technique which combining task classification scheduling policy for resource utilization of various processors
with the DVFS which minimizing the power consumption. Following are the parameters which are used for implementation:
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Cloudlets: Cloudlets in the CloudSim is defined as job submitted in clouds. Every task is represented as cloudlets
that means the task want execute in CloudSim is called as cloudlets. For example if we want to execute a
sorting algorithm then the sorting program is the task and in CloudSim there is no need to put the entire file(that
contains the sorting program) just have to give the file size, length, input size, output size, etc.



Power Consumption: It is the power consumed by the machine for executing a particular cloudlet or the group of
cloudlets.



Execution Time: The time in which a single instruction is executed. The execution time or CPU time of a given
task is defined as the time spent by the system executing that task, including the time spent executing run-time or
system services on its behalf.

ENERGY IMPROVEMENT FOR DIFFERENT NO. OF CLOUDLETS
In this only the number of cloudlets are changes the number of hosts are remain same. By changing number of cloudlets
there is comparison for power consumption with the existing work and the proposed work using three processors at DVFS.
Table 1. Readings of the Existing Work
No of
Cloudlets

Total Power consumed

Total Processing
time

Total Processing
Cost

10

43658.52

196.66

600.01

50

204255.54

920.07

2807.13

100

409965.18

1846.69

5634.25

500

2035666.74

9169.67

2796.66

1000

4072787.58

18345.89

55973.31

1500

6104730.27

27498.78

83898.79

2000

8140372.59

36668.34

111875.12

2500

10177512.30

45844.65

139872.03

3000

12209454.99

54997.54

167797.51

4500

18314136.42

82496.11

251695.63

5000

20349778.74

91665.67

279671.96

10000

40701323.49

183339.30

559368.19

15000

61047872.13

274990.42

838995.76

20000

81398119.29

366658.20

1118674.15

25000

101749843.86

458332.63

1398372.85

30000

122096439.12

549983.96

1678001.06

35000

142446932.70

641652.85

1957682.85

40000

162798903.69

733328.40

2237384.93

50000

203496190.11

916649.51

2796697.64

70000

284897424.06

1283321.73

3915414.60

80000

325594712.70

1466642.85

4474727.34

90000

366293476.53

1649970.62

5034060.35

100000

406995942.21

1833315.06

5593444.23

150000

610490517.27

2749957.28

8390119.68

200000

813988790.85

3666616.17

11186845.95

250000

1017488544.06

4583281.73

13983592.56

300000

1220983119.12

5499923.96

16780268.00

350000

1424481392.70

6416582.85

19576994.28

400000

1627981143.69

7333248.39

22373740.85
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The above Table 1 and table 2 shows that as the number cloudlets increases the execution time also increases. As
cloudlets i.e. number of instruction lines are increases the execution time also increases. Throughput remains the same as
the number of processes completed per second and the average execution time is approximately same every time. This is
the initial stage of the proposed algorithm in which it checks that if the demand of the users are increases the execution
time also increases that means number of cloudlets are directly proportional to the execution time.
Table 2. Readings of the Proposed Work
No of
Cloudlets

Total Power
consumed

Total Processing
time

Total Processing
Cost

10

22186.24

133.33

444.39

50

116087.04

697.64

2325.25

100

233416.96

1402.75

4675.39

500

1172048.64

7043.56

23476.37

1000

2345340.16

14094.59

46977.63

1500

3518630.40

21145.62

70478.87

2000

4691920.64

28196.64

93980.11

2500

5865212.16

35247.67

117481.37

3000

7038502.40

42298.69

140982.61

4500

10558374.40

63451.77

211486.35

5000

11731664.64

70502.79

234987.58

10000

23464611.84

141013.29

470000.86

15000

35197731.84

211524.83

705017.59

20000

46930851.84

282036.37

940034.33

25000

58663971.84

352547.91

1175051.06

30000

70397091.84

423059.45

1410067.80

35000

82130211.84

493570.98

1645084.53

40000

93863331.84

564082.52

1880101.27

50000

117329571.84

705105.60

2350134.74

70000

164262051.84

987151.75

3290201.68

80000

187728291.84

1128174.83

3760235.15

90000

211194531.84

1269197.91

4230268.62

100000

234660771.84

1410220.98

4700302.09

150000

351991971.84

2115336.37

7050469.45

200000

469323171.84

2820451.75

9400636.80

250000

610490517.27

2115351.75

7050520.74

300000

703985571.84

4230682.52

14100971.51

350000

821316771.84

4935797.91

16451138.86

400000

938647971.84

5640913.29

18801306.21

In Table 2, there is a comparison of power by using DVFS technique or without using DVFS. As it is clearly shown in the
table that as we increases the number of cloudlets the power consumption will also increases and without DVFS power
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consumption is more as compare to with DVFS. In DVFS that is dynamic voltage/frequency scaling limit the frequency in
particular like if the number of instructions are greater than or equal to 10crorre than machine will run in high frequency
mode that means in 100% utilization of machine. If the instruction length is between 1-10 cr than run machine in moderate
mode i.e. 70% and if the instruction length is less than 1cr than run machine in low mode i.e. 50%. As the number of
cloudlets increase the difference between with or without DVFS also increases.
% improvement in energy consumption = difference/ without DVFS*100
It is clearly shown that there is incremental increase in energy and performance efficiency by using combination of load
balancing with DVFS technique.
The above table 2 shows the improvement in energy as we changes the number of cloudlets that is as we increases the
workload power consumption by the machine also increases. The above has he following bar chat which clearly shows the
reduction in power consumption by using proposed technique i.e. hybrid technique for energy efficiency in load balancing.

Figure 2. Power Consumption Comparison
The above bar chat shows the difference between the power consumption as we increases the number of cloudlets the
power consumption by the data center also increases. It also shows that energy consumption in the existing work is more
as compare to with using DVFS technique. In this technique first sorted the cloudlets in according to their instruction length
and then then apply frequency limit that called as DVFS technique.
The below bar chart in the figure 3 shows the processing times as the number of cloudlets are changes. There is
signification reduction in processing time in the current work and the proposed work.

Figure 3.: Processing Time comparison
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PROCESSING COST:
In all above results the number of cloudlets are changes and there is significant improvement in the cost involved for
processing the cloudlets.Now, in this section, we have calculated the processing cost of the cloudlets for the existing work
and the proposed work.

Figure 4. Comparison between with and without DVFS
The user applications is based on the size of instruction (number of MIPS) of the applications. The applications are divided
into three cases that are defined below:


Case 1: High frequency mode- The applications with greater or equal to 10cr MIPS run under the high frequency
mode i.e. in 100% or fully utilization of machine. As the number of instructions increases the execution time of that
application will also increases. So, these applications should allocated to the large or to fast virtual machines as a
result it reduced the power consumption.



Case 2: Moderate frequency mode- The applications having instruction size between 1cr to 10cr MIPS can run under
the moderate mode i.e. about 70% utilization of machine.



Case 3: Low frequency mode- The applications having instruction size less than 1cr MIPS can run under the lower
mode i.e. 50% utilization of machine. These type applications should be allocated to small or fast virtual machines of
data centers.

CONCLUSION
This thesis gives the introduction of Cloud computing and background of various workload consolidation
techniques to manage heterogeneous workloads. As the energy efficiency is one of major problem in cloud computing.
So, in this work efficient energy consumption technique has been proposed. Many load balancing algorithms are existing
today but no is one energy efficient as they balance the load among the nodes of virtual machines. The proposed
technique can balance the load as well as it is energy efficient. In proposed technique cloud environment is designed or
developed in java, deployed on CloudSim toolkit and Experimental results have been gathered. Existing load balancing
algorithms are not energy efficient therefore, in proposed technique along with load balancing algorithm, DVFS is
combined which decreases the CPU clock speed. In dynamic voltage/frequency scaling set the frequency range or modes
according to length or size of instruction of applications. In this work frequency is divided into three modes that are high
frequency mode, moderate frequency mode, low frequency mode.
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